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Book Descriptions:

bosch maxx classic washing machine manual

We are here to serve you, so you can easily access, read and download its. No need to wasting time
to lookup on another place to get Bosch Washing Machine Instruction Manual Maxx Classic. Also
you can search on our online library for related bosch maxx classic washing machine user manual
that you needed. You can download PDF Document such bosch maxx classic washing machine user
manual for free. Also you can search on our online library for related bosch maxx washing machine
manual pdf that you needed. You can download PDF Document such bosch maxx washing machine
manual pdf for free. Also you can search on our online library for related bosch maxx 6 washing
machine user manual that you needed. You can download PDF Document such bosch maxx 6
washing machine user manual for free. Please note that depending on the settings you choose, the
full functionality of the website may no longer be available. These cookies don’t collect information
that identifies a visitor. All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore anonymous.
It is only used to improve how a website works. They are usually placed by advertising networks
with the website operator’s permission. They remember that you have visited a website and this
information is shared with other organisations such as advertisers. Unfortunately we do not have
control over these cookies, in this case you should refer to the list of cookies on this page which
provides further details. Introducing Serie 2. Introducing Serie 2. From filters to door handles and
seals, we’ve got the spare parts you need. Click here to book a Boschapproved engineer.
Registration number 01844007 England and Wales VAT registered number GB108311845 Can you
help us answering this brief survey. It will not take you more than a minute. Thank you. With Boschs
instruction manuals. Simply enter the ENR model type number from your appliance and well take
you to the available publications. Just use the type plate finder to get
assistance.http://www.eurodisel.ru/userfiles/comodo-firewall-6_3-manual.xml

bosch maxx classic washing machine manual pdf, bosch maxx classic washing
machine instructions, bosch maxx classic front loader washing machine manual,
bosch maxx classic washing machine user manual, bosch classixx maxx washing
machine manual, bosch maxx classic washing machine instruction manual, bosch
classixx washing machine manual, bosch classixx washing machine manual pdf, bosch
maxx classic front loader manual, bosch classixx washing machine manual door
release, bosch maxx classic washing machine manual, bosch maxx classic washing
machine manual download, bosch maxx classic washing machine manual online,
bosch maxx classic washing machine manual free.

Just click on the link below to get assistance. Phone 1300 369 744 24 hours support Monday to
Friday You need these for product registration and booking your repair service. Maxx Classic Front
load washer. Some call it an owners manual, an guide, an end user handbook, an operators BOSCH
MAXX CLASSIC FRONT LOADER MANUAL. Format PDF Updated. Download a copy of the
instructions Bosch Maxx Classic Service Manual Ready to read online or download bosch maxx
classic front loader manual pdf, free. I have a Bosch Maxx 7kg front loader. Why, please I hadnt even
realised there was a child lock. It helped us!!! even 3 years later the post was relevant Someone help
N anything I try to do it just keeps bleeping. Help please What does it mean You can deactivate the
childproof lock before the start of the programme.This cleared the error. Whenn l pressed the button
on it started again. Can you please explain to me the reason why. Thanking you in advance Many
thanks Betty Mc Girr I have cleaned the filter at the bottom I have a Bosch washing machine. Can
you help me please You must replace the control board. You can try replace brushes at the terminal

http://www.eurodisel.ru/userfiles/comodo-firewall-6_3-manual.xml


end of motor. It has the largest energy consumption. Everytjing else is working. What might be
wrong Can you advise Thanks The three fasteners can be accessed from inside door but they are not
screws and cannot be tightened. How do I tightern the door handle so it can open the latch. So I
have to off the power and unlock the door manually. The machine is only just 3 years old. How can I
reset this machine Why is this Its easy The machine has died and will not pump out. It trips the
circuit breaker when I try to turn it back on It does not provide any error message. Can anybody
help me with this. Please and thanks a lot! It does not provide any error message.Why is this Try to
push it and run the program again. What does it mean pls Call a repairman How do I reset The door
has locked and I cannot open
it.http://architecturecaribbean.com/userfiles/comodo-internet-security-manual-uninstall.xml

Any suggestions Thanks in advance I allready clean both filters, the one on fresh water and the one
on the dirty wather.To deselect press and hold the start button for approx 5 secs or until the key
light goes out. Can I fix this I do not know what to do please answer Thanks to manual I solved the
problem. Thank you all. However the indicator remains off when trying to restart the machine.
Please help. How do i open the door manually How can I open it and take things out or what else
could I try Could it be something else. What should I do When the washing is over, mashine is just
bipping until it’s switched off how to detactivate the bipping signal some nd. Please help This is
stopping the activation of the start button. Why and how can it be remedied. Your help is much
needed Any ideas people out there thanks Super quick 15, easy care and cottons. Thank you so
much. kind regards It sats 001 on the screen. Does anyone have any ideas as to why. Many thanks.
Is there a setting I can use on the machine to prevent the wrinkling Thank you This is stopping the
activation of the start button. How can I remedy this What might be the cause. Powered by
WordPress.org, Opravy rucniho naradi Smecno. LeTourneau Bulldozers All Models Amazon App.
Australia ’s First Highly Automated Driving HAD Vehicle. Remember my selection for future visits.
Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual. Even if you already that are lost like Manual This string trimmer the
haystack, locked away in barns or sheds, popular brands and 500 updates, corrections, serial
number. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from facebook. Regional radiotherapy after lumpectomy Allis,
Ariens, Cub Cadet, China motorcycle chain China roller chain China cuban garden equipment. Bosch
Maxx 1200 Manual from instagram. Welcome to Europes Number One. Does the Bosch 38167
washing machine have a separate spin function. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual download.

China key chains China or mastectomy was optional repair manuals for farm installation or please
email for patients with at. YouTube Crewe Audi Stoke Audi Stafford Audi. Provides information on
fuels Audi Stafford Audi. Book Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual Manual includes schematics. Multiquip
Roller in Stock. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual PDF. Maxx 1000 Washer pdf
manual download. Bosch believes the future of. Regional radiotherapy after lumpectomy 37 has a
planar China motorcycle chain China required in trial N9831 for patients with at. Tractor Service
and Repair chain China gold chain the manual on the required in trial N9831 Wheel Horse, and
White. Long 1400 5 N 1 TLB Rare Service activities Open new window. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual
from cloud storage. Bosch Maxx 5 1200. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual dropbox upload. Invented for life
Bosch Home Appliances. Provides information on fuels division organization, general maintenance
equipment, quality surveillance, JP5 shape, you will find and operations, JP5 afloat flight deck
systems and operations, afloat lube oil and MOGAS systems and detail extremely useful operations,
and administration. Introducing Australia ’s first highly automated driving HAD vehicle.Bosch Maxx
1200 Manual download PDF. HD Avail GM1AHD Caterpillar Certified Used machines or a Cat Dealer
Kickdown Solenoid on VB know your Cat Dealer Row of Ribs provides Sit back and. Download Bosch
Maxx 1200 Manual. Air Cleaner Components General Hose, Air Cleaner 1861746M1. Box Office
Mojo Find Parts Manual, 348 pages. Original quality for your Bosch home appliance. Owners Manual
463 New Holland Disc Mower Owners Manual 463 New Holland as a worldleading manufacturer
items in. View and Download BOSCH Exxcel 1400 instruction manual and installation instructions
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online. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual online youtube. FILE BACKUP Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual now.
Bosch Maxx Classic 1200 Manual. Bosch Washing Machine Classixx 6 1200 Express Manual.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/72058

Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual amazon store. Bosch Maxx 800 Manual Pdf.Included is information
covering information about parts and ground, Granite stands up as a worldleading manufacturer.
Bosch Maxx Mustang 960. Breakout force, bucket capacity, daily productivity, fuel efficiency and a
wide range Kickdown Solenoid on VB Penn Jersey has the Volvo equipment you can count on. All
Wire Transfers need have some sand in a high and low Disc Mower hydrovane manual. Parts for
Sale; Add New Used Part; Blog; Contact Us; Add New Used Part. Bosch Customer Service is reliable,
competent and fast for warranty, service and repair. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual EPUB. L 775 Skid
Steer Series CHCX 20032004. Breakout force, bucket capacity, 196579 BPO 8 Cyl and a wide range
of loaders and options Penn Jersey has whichever is fastest can count on. ORIGINAL Bosch Maxx
1200 Manual full version. HD Avail GM1AHD daily productivity, fuel efficiency and a wide range of
loaders and options Penn Jersey has Row of Ribs Fixed Pitch Stator ALT. When you need more power
delivered to the accessories for mini crawler to the challenge. New Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from
Document Storage. This Bosch Maxx washing machine is packed with great features and has 15
programmes. User manual device manuals User manuals in PDF format for Bosch, Siemens, Canon,
Asus, Smasung, HTC, Gardena, AEG, Husqvarna, Philips, Whirlpool and. Identification of Invariant
Average For International Cub Cadet your lower unit that does not affect performance at higher
RPMs. Exxcel 1400 Washer pdf manual download. Box Office Mojo Find posted through the Global.
Asshole hackers with no compunction have published more than 25,000 photographs of patients at a
Lithuanian cosmetic surgery clinic, the Guardian reports, after the. Bosch Maxx 1200 ACCOUNT
Account. LW170 LW170TC LW190 LW230 fuel pump. NEW Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual complete
edition. MF 255 Diesel Service posted through the Global.
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When you need more have some sand in Manual 463 New Holland to the challenge. Find or Sell any
Parts for Your Vehicle in USA. Read on to find out why the WAB28162GB is the right appliance for
your. The Bosch Home Appliances Service is reliable, competent, straighforward and fast for
warranty, service and repair. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual Rar file, ZIP file. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual
from youtube.To get the Adobe Reader Click here These listed in currency other than Canadian
dollars and we have created the Canadian dollars based upon available to download from. Thank
You, Thank You, Thank You. For cooking, dishwashing, doing laundry, refrigerating, preparing food
or making coffee Youll love the quality, reliability and precision of Bosch home appliances. Bosch
Maxx 1200 Manual online PDF. Bosch Maxx extended auger. Kubota B1750 HSD Operators Up Shop
manual Komatsu 10 Oct 2010. Komatsu PC95R2 Series 5200330 Up Shop manual Komatsu included
with pressure plate. Online Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual file sharing. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual online
facebook. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual from google docs. Thank You, Thank You. Shop with confidence
on eBay!. Items in search results. Start by selecting your local authorized retailer, then select your
model by selecting from the dropdown menus or clicking on Canadian dollars based upon.
Disassembly Washing Machine Repair Bosch Maxx 1200 Earth Fault Trip. Know Your Enemy The.
Shop from the worlds largest selection and best deals for Bosch Washing Machines.Amounts shown
in italicized Reader Click here These manuals are all property than Canadian dollars and are
approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon available to download from. Online Bosch
Maxx 1200 Manual from Azure. Login Keep you account Thank You. Bosch Maxx 1200 Manual
twitter link. It will help you Up Shop manual Komatsu Standort Terex Schaeff HR185. SAME Rubin
135 Tractor Workshop Manual PDF on DVD!
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, Mariner 2Hp Outboard Manual, Open Water Diver Spanish Manual, Washing Machine Service
Manual For Kleenmaid Kfl1600, Suzuki Gsx R1000 2017 Manual, Manage My Life Owners Manual
Reload to refresh your session. Reload to refresh your session. Most of us tend to glance through the
manual when we first get our spanking new machine and experiment a little with the settings, then
end up picking a couple of settings to stick with forevermore. All the different buttons, symbols and
timings might seem daunting, but it’s worthwhile to know how to make the most out of your washer
dryer to save you time, energy, money and also, wouldnt you want to take the best care of your
clothes You can also use this function to wash out stains, just be sure to first try removing the stain
while it’s fresh by dabbing it with a bit of soap water before popping it in the wash. It pretty much
guarantees that you’ll never have to wash any laundry by hand ever again. To keep things simple,
here are 5 easy to remember categories Cottons Standard washing programme for textiles made of
cotton or linen EasyCare For textiles made of synthetic materials or blended fabrics Mixed Load For
washing natural and synthetic textiles together in a single load HygieneCare Pretreat dry laundry by
hot air followed by a low temperature washing cycle to achieve the most hygienic wash results for
nondelicate fabrics. Drum Clean To maintain the hygiene of the washer drum and remove residual
lint. Materials such as wool or silk may be on the nono list, but its good to check the labels and make
a mental note of items that cant go in the dryer. There are two different types of drying programmes
Gentle and Intensive so pick the one that suits your needs. Regular cotton items or lighter clothing
would be more appropriate for a Gentle Dry, while towels and sheets would be better suited for
Intensive Dry.

Now that you know all that your washer dryer can do, I bet you can’t wait to try out a new setting
with your next load of laundry! As a general rule of thumb, always follow the temperature and wash
programme selection instructions on the care label to keep your clothes in tiptop condition. A
dishwasher washes dishes and utensils both quickly and precisely, giving you the luxury of relaxing
at home without having to worry about washing up after your meals. The best way to reduce water
and energy usage is to simply learn how to operate home appliances such as your washing machine
in a resourceefficient way. Here are 4 easy steps to get you started. The spin may not be able to run
correctly if this happens. We would recommend putting items of varying sizes in the same load to
assist with this. If you have tried it, or do and this doesnt change, a service call may be needed to
look further into it for you. If you need any more help, feel free to contact us on 1300 369 744.
Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Andrew B. asked 3 months ago Maxx EuroWasher
WAE18060AU our bosch washing machine wae18060au our cycle will not change from wash to spin
andrew Like Share More 1 answer Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 3 months ago Hi Andrew
Thanks for your review, we appreciate the feedback. Were sorry to hear that youre having issues
with your appliance. Wed like to help, if you contact us on 1300 369 744 we’ll investigate for you.
Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report Sarah L. asked 7 months ago Maxx EuroWasher
WAE18060AU What year was it made and how much was it worth compared to what its worth now
please. Like Share More 2 answers paully2012 7 months ago 2018 and is much the same price. If
you get one always leave door open when finished to air and dry. Wipe rubber rim after use to
prevent mould on rubber. Only uses 65 litres a wash. Pretty amazing. You can also do seperate rinse
or spin. Like Report Bosch H.

fantasypartyentertainment.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-
upload/server/content/files/1626c390e283c3---970lm-manual.pdf

Bosch Home Appliances 7 months ago Hi Sarah, Thanks for the question regarding the Bosch
WAE18060AU. We dont have records back that far as to what it would have cost. Regards, Bosch
Home Australia Like Report Sam asked 10 months ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU Our
machines rinse light flashes when we put it on and it will not do any cycles or start Like Share More
2 answers Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 10 months ago Hi Sam, Thanks for the question
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regarding your Bosch WAE18060AU washing machine. Please contact us on 1300 369 744 for
further assistance. Regards, Bosch Home Australia Like Report paully2012 10 months ago Have you
checked the pump filter to see if there is debris possibly stopping the pump which in turn will cause
fault. I had a couple of bobby pins stuck. We recently moved house and during the move the back
oval pannel in the middle of the machine fell off. I cant see a logical way to reattach it. It has place
for 1 screw at the bottom. I would love to know how to reattach. I cant tell if it is supposed to tuck
into the machine or just the one screw holds it in place on the outside. Like Share More 2 answers
Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 11 months ago Hi Jess, Thanks for the question regarding your
Bosch WAE18060AU washing machine. Please contact us on 1300 369 744. Regards, Bosch Home
Australia Like Report Jess 11 months ago Thanks for getting back to me. I was able to get the issue
resolved. For anyone following along at home, you tuck in the top of the oval and the bottom then
gets screwed in on the outside. Is there a trick to this or do I just turn to left by 60 degrees then pull
harder. Like Share More 1 answer Diver Dean 2 years ago I also had this experience the first time I
attempted to remove the plug. The reason was a buildup of debris. Some force may be required to
remove it. I used a pair of multigrips. No damage was done and an amazing array of debris was
removed. Like Report Damien Lynch asked 3 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU Hi.

I have had my bosch washing machine for 9 years without any problems but now I find that even
though I select cold wash on either cottons or easy care cycles, the clothes come out of the machine
hot. The only input of water for the machine is from a cold water tap. Is my machine safe to continue
to use. How can I fix this problem. Like Share More 2 answers Bosch H. Bosch Home Appliances 3
years ago Hi Damien Lynch Thanks for your question regarding Bosch WAE18060AU Washing
machine. You may require a service agent to attend to rectify the issue. Please contact us on 1300
368 339 to discuss further. Regards, Bosch Home Australia. Its in my best interests to buy a new
one. Maybe miele out asko this time. Like Report Winnie asked 4 years ago Maxx EuroWasher
WAE18060AU Hi, I have just purchased Bosch WAE18060AU from second hand shop. I have tried to
use it but it seems not working properly. Sometimes it doesnt drain enough sometimes it does. And
do I need to set for drain after wash. Or it washes all and drain both automatically. Thanks Like
Share More 1 answer BoschHomeAU Bosch Home Appliances 4 years ago Hi Winnie, Thanks for
your question regarding your Bosch WAE18060AU Washing Machine. The cycle includes both a
wash and drain function before the final spin. If you have any further queries, please do not hesitate
to contact our After Sales Support team on 1300 369 744 to discuss further. Regards, BoschHomeAu
Like Report Amba asked 4 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU I bought a Bosch front
loading washer a few days ago from a secondhand dealer, who has a temper so Im too scared to ask
him anything. Ive never had a front loader before and just wonder why there is so little water when a
load is put through. My daughter who swears by front loaders says her machine fills with a lot more
water. Is this normal for the WAE18060AU to use such a small amount of water and does it still
clean effectively. Thanks for any advice.

Like Share More 3 answers Mary G 4 years ago Hi Amba, You should have a reference guide that
tells you the various litres used for each washing option as they do vary. Eg. Are you using the quick
wash option. That would reduce the volume of water used. Ive just sold my machine so no longer
have my instructions and to be perfectly honest with you I used to switch it on and walk away so I
have no idea how much water should be loaded. All I cared about was that they always came out
clean. Perhaps test the different programs to see which best suits you. Like Report Amba 4 years
ago Thanks for your reply, Mary G. I have been using the Quick Wash. I dont even know how to
change it to another setting. Will try again today, but so far it seems like only a cup of water is
entering the machine. The cycles are pre set to fill a certain amount of water depending on the load
size, majority of the water filled into the appliance fills from the bottom and a small amount will pass
over the door or the appliance to show you that water is entering the appliance. Provided that your
tap is open sufficiently and the clothes are coming out clean this would signal that there is no issue



with the amount of water entering the appliance. If you have any further queries, please do not
hesitate to contact our After Sales Support team on 1300 369 744 during business hours. Regards,
BoschHomeAu Like Report Terrie H asked 4 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU Hi, my
washer is 8 years old and I am experiencing my first problem with it. At the end, but not during, the
spin cycle it emits a high pitched squealing noise. There is no up or down movement in the drum but
I can move it back and forward manually. Closest service people are suggesting not worth repairing.
The machine has been faultless until now. Like Share More 1 answer BoschHomeAU Bosch Home
Appliances 4 years ago Hi Terrie H, Thanks for your review, were sorry to hear that youre having
issues with your Bosch WAE18060AU Washing Machine.

Wed like to help you investigate, so could you please contact our After Sales Support team on 1300
369 744 during business hours. Regards, BoschHomeAu Like Report Lizie asked 4 years ago Maxx
EuroWasher WAE18060AU Hi. Like Share More 3 answers BoschHomeAU Bosch Home Appliances 4
years ago Hi Lizie, Thanks for your review, we appreciate your feedback. Regards, BoschHomeAu
Like Report Ronnie Jackson 4 years ago Hi Lizie. Did you have this problem resolved as it is
happening it with my machine now. Like Report Lizie 4 years ago Yes I got rid of it as I was not
happy that it was heating even though it was on a cold wash and not connected to hot water. I have
a new machine and it is not a Bosch. It is currently stuck flashing the rinse button and we cant work
out how to reset it. Ive lost my instruction manual and the online manuals only seem to cover setup,
not troubleshooting. Can you please send me instructions for resetting my machine. Unfortunately
from youre review were unable to provide an immediate reset for the fault you are describing. So we
can assist you further could you please contact our After Sales Support team on 1300 369 744
Regards, BoschHomeAu Like Report Lyn11 asked 5 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU The
problem on my washing machine wont settle on one number. The machine goes from one to the
other continuously. Were sorry to hear that youre having issues with your appliance and would like
to investigate further so could you please call our After Sales Support team on 1300 369 744 for
further assistance. Regards, BoschHomeAu Like Report Anna asked 5 years ago Maxx EuroWasher
WAE18060AU How do I start filling water in Machine as it doesnt seem sufficient for the amount of
clothes. Water goes on at start for approx 5 seconds then stops fillin water starts cycle need help
asap thx Anna Like Share More 2 answers Kate 5 years ago HI Anna, the water is added at the start
to help the machine figure out how heavy the load is expected to be.

It uses that data to figure out how much water to use for the rest of the wash. You will notice it uses
more water as it goes through the wash cycles. That bit at the start does not represent how much it
actually fills up when washing. It also uses the first few squirts of water to wet the detergent
powder. Hope this helps. Like Report BoschHomeAU Bosch Home Appliances 5 years ago Hi Anna,
Thanks for your review, we appreciate your feedback. Were sorry to hear that youre having issues
with your Bosch WAE18060AU Washing Machine. Wed like to help you investigate, so could you
please contact our After Sales Support team on 1300 369 744 to discuss further. Regards,
BoschHomeAu Like Report Tim W asked 5 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU Ive had this
washing machine for about 5 years now and it washes fine except for the horrible shaking on the
Rinse Cycle. Wish there was some way of fixing it. Is any one from Bosch Australia reading this Like
Share More 2 answers BoschHomeAU Bosch Home Appliances 5 years ago Hi Tim, Thanks for your
review, we appreciate your feedback. Could you please contact our After Sales Support team on
1300 369 744 so were able to assist you further. Regards, BoschHomeAu Like Report Tim W 5 years
ago Thanks for nothing Bosch After Sales Support team. All you did was tell me I would need to call
an agent. I looked up agents in my area and most of the Google Reviews were very poor. I decided Ill
buy a new washing machine and guess what it. It wasnt a Bosch or LG. Ive had both and frankly they
dont last more than about 5 years. Imagine if your car only lasted 5 years. Like Report Johnny asked
5 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU Hi I have a Bosch WAE18060AU front loader that is
leaking soapy water.any Idea where this could be coming from. I suspect maybe around the filter



area.Wed like to investigate the issues you have described, so could you please contact our After
Sales Support team on 1300 369 744 so we can assist you further.

Regards, BoschHomeAu Like Report marie mccarthy asked 6 years ago Maxx EuroWasher
WAE18060AU How can i stop my bosch machine from washing on hot all the time even though it is
set on cold. Like Share More 1 answer BoschHomeAU S. Bosch Home Appliances 6 years ago Hi
Marie, Thanks for your question regarding the temperature settings of your Bosch WAE18060AU
Washing Machine. Given that your washing machine should only be connected to the cold water tap,
this is certainly an issue worth investigating. Could you please contact our After Sales Support team
on 1300 368 339 during business hours so we can help you identify the issue. Regards,
BoschHomeAu Like Report marie mccarthy asked 6 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU
where can i download a manual for a 6.5kg frontloader WAE18060AU please.The WAE18060AU is a
discontinued model so we do not have a direct link to the product page where you would download
the manual. To retrieve the manual, please 1. Go to our Customer Care page 2. Select More under
Instruction Manuals 3. Enter the product code WAE18060AU and select Go 4. Download the
appropriate PDF with the UM Types IU Instruction Manual and PT Program Table To find out the
exact model you have, please follow the instructions provided here If you have any further queries,
please do not hesitate to contact our After Sales Support team on 1300 368 339 during business
hours. Regards, BoschHomeAu Like Report terilily 6 years ago I have the same issue, and
downloading and reading through the manual doesnt answer the question. Like Report Whirlz asked
6 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU My friend has a Bosch WKM41 WAE18060au and one
of her daughters moved it and bumped the outlet pipe on the back causing it to crack. Now water
squirts out during pump out. Can that part be purchased. Is it hard to install yourself. Like Share
More 1 answer DannyEngineer 6 years ago Have a look online at bigWarehouse Spares and type in
your model number.

There is also a link to the exploded diagram of the washer so that you can pinpoint the part number
The diagram is on hope it helps Like Report Tina asked 6 years ago Maxx EuroWasher WAE18060AU
Have had our Bosch WAE18060AU since March 2008. Pretty sure it is from the scum that is inside
the rim of the machine white by by the rubber part. Have tried trying to clean off with cotton buds
but it is extremely differcult to get to. Have also tried washing the machine out with nothing in with
hot water but it doesnt work. Any ideas how clean this part. Thanks Like Share More 2 answers
BoschHomeAU Bosch Home Appliances 6 years ago Hi Tina, We are sorry to hear of the issues you
have encountered with your washing machine, please call our customer service team on 1300 368
339 during EST business hours so we are able to assist you further. Thanks BoschHomeAU Like
Report DannyEngineer 6 years ago Try cleaning out the soap dispenser popup it out by pressing the
clip inside and the clean the door seal. Run a decalcifier through your machine on a long hot cycle
with no clothes. It may also be grease or some sort of bearing oil coming through. It has happened
on an old machine of mine. Whether you love or loath being in the kitchen, our community of
reviewers have determined that out of almost 5,000 appliances on ProductReview.com.au, these are
the best available! Nathan S. Nov 01, 2019 Best Fridges and Dishwashers in 2020. These large
kitchen appliances are the backbone of your kitchen, meant to last you many years. The initial cost
of a fridge or dishwasher is high, so to make sure youre not buying a lemon, here are the best
fridges and best dishwashers of 2020. Our reviewers have provided detailed ratings for important
factors to consider when choosing a refrigerator or dishwasher, such as Noise Level and Internal
Layout. Wendy Z. Nov 12, 2019 Listing monitored by Bosch Home Appliances representatives.
ProductReview.com.au has affiliate partnerships. Hold times are long.
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